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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a hand mixer having two mains terminals, which serve for the connection to an a.c. mains, having interference suppression means connected to the two mains terminals for the purpose of interference suppression, and having a motor, which serves for driving mixing tools and which can be brought into electrically conductive contact with the two mains terminals and which is adapted to be energized from an a.c. mains and which is adapted to effect driving with at least two lower speeds and with a speed which is higher than the lower speeds, and having a switching means configuration which includes speed switching means for switching the speed of the motor to different lower speed values, which speed switching means can be actuated with the aid of a first switching handle, and which includes start means for starting the motor at the higher speed, which start means can be actuated with the aid of a second switching handle.

[0002] The invention further relates to a switching means configuration for a hand-held mixer, which hand-held mixer has two mains terminals, which serve for the connection to an a.c. mains, and which has interference suppression means connected to the two mains terminals for the purpose of interference suppression, and which has a motor, which serves for driving mixing tools and which can be brought into electrically conductive contact with the two mains terminals and which is adapted to be energized from an a.c. mains and which is adapted to effect driving with at least two lower speeds and with a speed which is higher than the lower speeds, which switching means configuration includes speed switching means for switching the speed of the motor to different lower speed values, which speed switching means can be actuated with the aid of a first switching handle, and which switching means configuration includes start means for starting the motor at the higher speed, which start means can be actuated with the aid of a second switching handle.

[0003] Such a hand-held mixer of the type defined in the first paragraph, having a such a switching means configuration of the type defined in the second paragraph, has been put on the market in different versions by the applicant and is therefore known. In the known hand-held mixer and in the known switching means configuration two separate mains terminals are followed by separate interference suppression means for interference suppression purposes and a separate speed selection switch for selectively switching to three lower motor speeds and a separate switch, namely a so-called microswitch, for starting at a high motor speed. The interference suppression means, the speed selection means as well as the microswitch are each arranged at a separate location inside the hand-held mixer, as a result of which the interference suppression means and the speed selection switch as well as the microswitch must each be mounted in the housing of the hand-held mixer in a separate mounting operation and, furthermore, the electrical connections between the two mains terminals and the interference suppression means and the speed selection switch and the microswitch and the motor must be realized with the aid of connecting wires. Thus, the known hand-held mixer and the known switching means configuration are of a quite intricate construction, which in addition also requires a comparatively expensive and complicated mounting process.

[0004] It is an object of the invention to preclude the afore-mentioned problems and to provide an improved hand-held mixer and an improved switching means configuration.

[0005] According to the invention, in order to achieve this object with a hand-held mixer of the type defined in the first paragraph, the two mains terminals and the speed switching means and the start means are connected mechanically and electrically to form a module, and all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals and the speed switching means and the start means are realized on the module.

[0006] Furthermore, according to the invention, in order to achieve said object with a switching means configuration of the type defined in the second paragraph, the switching means configuration is realized by means of a module in which the speed switching means and the start means as well as the two mains terminals for a hand-held mixer are connected mechanically and electrically to this module, and all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals and the speed switching means and the start means are realized on the module.

[0007] The provision of the characteristic features in accordance with the invention results in a simple construction which can be very compact. A switching means configuration in accordance with the invention requires only comparatively little space and can be manipulated simply in order to mount it in the housing of a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention and can be fitted easily and simply into the housing of a hand-held mixer. Since the two mains terminals and the speed switching means as well as the start means are wholly accommodated on the module the electrically conductive connections between said parts of the switching means configuration are also very simple.

[0008] It can be mentioned that the patent document DE 34 47 741 A1 discloses a mixer having a printed circuit board accommodated in a housing. The printed circuit board comprises two mains terminals and forms partly a switching means configuration, which only comprises speed switching means. The speed switching means are realized by a switch. The switch is partly realised with the aid of fixed contact pins, which pins are formed by the printed circuit on the printed circuit board and which pins are arranged for the co-operation with a movable contact of the switch. The printed circuit board further provides all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals and the fixed contact pins of the
switch. Consequently such a printed circuit board does not provide the advantages provided by the inventive solution with respect to the fact that the two mains terminals and the speed switching means and in addition to the speed switching means also the start means as a whole are connected mechanically and electrically to form a module and all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals and the speed switching means and the start means are realized on the module.

For a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention and a switching means configuration in accordance with the invention it has proved to be very advantageous when the interference-suppression means are also incorporated in the module because this results in a particularly simple construction, in which practically all the electrically relevant parts of the hand-held mixer, except for the motor, are combined to a easy-to-mount module. However, it is to be noted that in the case of special requirements an interference suppression capacitor provided as interference suppression means may alternatively be arranged directly on the motor for a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention, which capacitor can discharge via the motor windings, as a result of which no separate discharge resistor is needed in that case.

For a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention and a switching means configuration in accordance with the invention it has further proved to be very advantageous when connecting leads are fixedly connected to the module and have free ends arranged to be connected to the motor terminals. Such an embodiment is advantageous in view of a simple construction and in view of a simple to realize electrical connection between the module and a motor.

Furthermore, it has proved to be very advantageous when the embodiments as defined in claim 4 and claim 9 are realized. Tests have proved that these embodiments are particularly advantageous, especially in view of a simple construction and a very low susceptibility to faults.

For a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention and a switching means configuration in accordance with the invention it has proved to be very advantageous when the second slider is also guided so as to be movable parallel to the strip direction. This guarantees a particularly compact construction.

Furthermore, it has proved to be advantageous for a hand-held mixer in accordance with the invention and a switching means configuration in accordance with the invention when at least two mating contacts which are carried by the first slider and which are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner are associated with a contact link. This is advantageous for a particularly simple as well as very reliable construction.

The afore-mentioned aspects as well as further aspects of the invention will be apparent from the example of an embodiment described hereinafter and will be elucidated with reference to this example.

The invention will be described in more detail hereinafter with reference to an example of an embodiment which is shown in the drawings but to which the invention is not limited.

Fig. 1 is an exploded view of a hand-held mixer in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 2 shows a first module of the hand-held mixer of Fig. 1 in an exploded view and in an oblique underneath view.

Fig. 3 is an oblique underneath view of the first module of Fig. 2 in its assembled condition.

Fig. 4 is an oblique view from the top and the front, showing the first module of Figs. 2 and 3 in its assembled condition.

Fig. 5 is an oblique view from the top and the rear, showing the first module of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 in its assembled condition.

Fig. 6 is a plan view showing the first module of Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 7 shows the first module of Figs. 2 to 6 in a sectional view taken on the line VII-VII in Fig. 6 but in an 180° inverted position.

Fig. 8 shows the first module of Figs. 2 to 7 in a sectional view taken on the line VIII-VIII in Fig. 6 but in an 180° inverted position.

Fig. 9 shows the first module of Figs. 2 to 8 in a sectional view taken on the line IX-IX in Fig. 6 but in an 180° inverted position.

Fig. 10 is a circuit diagram of the electrical circuit of the hand-held mixer shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows a hand-held mixer 1. The hand-held mixer 1 has a housing 2, which consists of two housing sections 3 and 4 held together with the aid of two screws 5 and 6. The housing 2 has a grip portion 7, with the aid of which the hand-held mixer 1 can be held conveniently and simply with one hand in order to carry out a mixing process. The housing 2 further has a drive mounting portion 8, which mainly serves to accommodate a drive arrangement 26.

The grip portion 7 accommodates a first module 9. The first module 9 has two mains terminals 10 and 11 connected to a mains cord 12. The mains cord 12 is led through a passage 13 in a cord holder 14 having a suction cup 15 by means of which the cord holder 14 can be attached to the housing 2 of the hand-held mixer 1. The first module 9 further includes interference suppression means 16. The interference suppression means 16 consist of an interference suppression capacitor 17 and a resistor 18 arranged in parallel with the interference suppression capacitor 17. The interference suppression means 16 are connected to the two mains terminals 10 and 11 in an electrically conductive manner, i.e. they are arranged in parallel with the two mains...
The interference suppression means serve, in known manner, for interference suppression purposes.

[0017] The first module 9 further includes a switching means configuration, which is not shown in Fig. 1 and which includes speed switching means, which serve to switch the speed of a motor of the hand-held mixer 1 to different lower speed values, and which includes start means, which serve to start the motor of the hand-held mixer 1 at a higher speed. To actuate the speed switching means first movable actuating means have been provided, which similarly to the first module are also accommodated in the grip portion 7 of the housing 2 and which include a first switching handle 20, which enables the speed switching means to be actuated. The first movable actuating means are essentially formed by an arcuate slider 19. The slider 19 is guided so as to be movable along an arcuate path of movement 43, which is effected with the aid of guide ribs which are integral with the two housing sections 3 and 4 and which project from these two housing sections 3 and 4. The path of movement 43 is indicated by means of an arrow 43 in Fig. 1. The slider 19 is movable between five successive positions parallel to the path of movement 43, namely from a position "3" to a position "2" and further to a position "1" and then to a position "0" and from the last-mentioned position also into a position "Eject". The slider 19 can be locked in the positions "3", "2", "1" and "0" by means of a latching device 55, which consists of a latching spring 56, which is connected to the slider 19, and of a plurality of latching walls 57 connected to the housing section 3 and defining latching recesses. The slider is articulated to a rod 58, which in its turn is also articulated to the speed switching means of the first module 9.

[0018] In order to actuate the switching means in the first module 9 second movable actuating means have been provided, which are essentially formed by a lever 21, which is mounted so as to be pivotable about a pivot 22, which lever has a second switching handle 24 on its one lever arm 23 and whose second lever arm serves to actuate the start means. For the actuation of the start means the second switching handle 24 should be depressed against the force exerted by a return spring 21A that acts upon the lever 21.

[0019] The drive mounting portion 8 of the housing 2 accommodates a drive arrangement 26, already mentioned. The drive arrangement 26 includes a motor 27, which serves to drive pairs of mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35. The motor 27 can be brought into electrically conductive contact with the two mains terminals 10 and 11, namely via the switching means configuration, which includes the speed switching means and the start means. The motor 27 is configured to be powered from an a.c. mains. The motor 27 is further configured for driving at three lower speeds and for driving at one speed that is high with respect to the lower speeds. With the aid of the speed switching means it is thus possible to switch to one of the three lower speeds in the positions "3", "2" and "1" of the slider 19 and, in addition, to disconnect the motor 27 from the mains terminals 10 and 11 in the position "0" of the slider 19. The motor 27 can be started at the higher speed with the aid of the start means.

[0020] The drive arrangement 26 further includes drive means 36, which can be driven by means of the motor 27 via an intermediate gear. The intermediate gear comprises a drive worm, which can be driven by the motor shaft, and worm wheels, which mesh with the drive worm, which is common practice and is therefore not expanded on. The drive means 36 include two inner drive sleeves 37 and 38 accommodated in two outer drive sleeves 39 and 40. The drive means 36 serve for rotationally driving each time two mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35. The mixing tools can be coupled detachably to the drive means 36 in pairs, namely to the inner drive sleeves 37 and 38 and can be ejected and thus detached, from the drive means 36, i.e. from the two inner drive sleeves 37 and 38, in their axial directions 41.

[0021] In order to detach the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35 from the drive means 36, disengaging means 42 are accommodated in the housing 2. The disengaging means 42 are movable between a rest position and a disengaging position. The disengaging means 42 are movable from their rest position into their disengaging position parallel to the path of movement 43.

[0022] In the hand-held mixer 1 the disengaging means 42 and the first movable actuating means 19 including the switching handle 20 are advantageously united to a movable and integral second module 44. The second module 44 is arranged so as to be movable parallel to only one path of movement, i.e. the path of movement 43, both in order to actuate the speed switching means included in the first module 9 and in order to disengage the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35 from the drive means 36. The disengaging means 42 of the second module 44 are then movable into their disengaging position by means of the switching handle 20 of the first actuating means 19 of the second module 44. Moreover, the construction in the present case is such that the disengaging means 42 project transversely from the slider 19 forming the first movable actuating means 19 and comprise disengaging projections 45 and 46 adapted to cooperate with the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35. When the disengaging means 42 are in the rest position the two disengaging projections 45 and 46 are disposed just above the free ends 47 and 48, 49 and 50, 51 and 52, 53 and 54 of the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35. By a movement of the second module 44 along the path of movement 43 the disengaging means 42 are movable from the rest position into the disengaging position, as a result of which the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35, which
are coupled to the inner drive sleeves 37 and 38, are ejected from the drive means 36, i.e. disengaged from the drive means 36, in the direction indicated by the arrow 41. The movement of the second module 44 and the disengaging means 42 incorporated therein from the rest position into the disengaging position is effected against the force exerted by a return spring 59, which is formed by a wire spring which acts on the disengaging means 42 between the two disengaging projections 45 and 46. [0023] The hand-held mixer 1 described hereinafter has a particularly simple construction for switching to different speeds of the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35 and for the disengagement of the mixing tools from the drive means 36. Furthermore, a simple operation of the hand-held mixer 1 is achieved because switching to different speeds of the mixing tools as well as disengaging the mixing tools can be effected by means of a single switching handle 20, which advantageously should be moved only parallel to a single path of movement 43.

[0024] As is apparent from the above description, the two mains terminals 10 and 11 and the interference suppression means 16 and the speed switching means 18 are connected to the supporting member 85 in the area of the upper bounding surface 87.

[0025] In the first module 9, as is apparent particularly from the circuit diagram in Fig. 10, all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals 10 and 11 and the interference suppression means 16 and the speed switching means 18 as well as the start means are connected to the first module 9 mechanically and electrically. The first module 9 will be described in more detail hereinafter with reference to Figs. 2 to 10.

[0026] As is apparent from Fig. 10 and also from Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, five connecting leads 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66 are fixedly connected to the first module 9 and have free ends 67, 68, 69, 70 and 71 arranged to be connected to motor terminals 72, 73, 74, 75 and 76.

[0027] Referring to Fig. 10, the following is to be noted as regards the motor 27. The motor 27 has a rotor 77 equipped with a rotor winding configuration, which is not shown and which can be energized via a commutator configuration, which is not shown either. The motor 27 has a total of seven field windings 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83 and 84. As is generally known, the speed of the motor 27 decreases as more of these field windings are included in the circuit of the motor 27.

[0028] The first module 9 has a supporting member 85 which at its underside is bounded by a substantially plane lower bounding surface and which at its upper side is bounded by an upper bounding surface 87. The interference suppression capacitor 17 and the resistor 18 of the interference suppression means 16 are connected to the supporting member 85 in the area of the upper bounding surface 87.

[0029] Electrically conductive contact strips 88 and 89 are connected to the supporting member 85 in the area of the lower bounding surface 86 and extend parallel to a strip direction 90, indicated by an arrow 90 in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The contact strips 88 and 89 form parts of a contact strip configuration 91, which includes further contact strips which also extend in the strip direction 90 and, in addition, further contact strips which extend transversely to the strip direction 90, for example the contact strips 92. Contact lugs 93, 94, 95, 96 and 97, to which the connecting leads 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66 are connected, project from the contact strip configuration 91 perpendicularly to the lower bounding surface 86 and extend through the supporting member 85. Furthermore, two contact lugs 98 and 99 project from the contact strip configuration 91. The contact lug 98, which is connected to the mains terminal 11, serves for the electrically conductive connection to a respective lead 17A, 18A of the capacitor 17 and of the resistor 18, which have their other leads 17B, 18B connected to the mains terminal 10. The two mains terminals 10 and 11 also take the form of contact lugs. The two leads 17A and 17B of the capacitor 17 are connected directly to the contact lugs 10 and 98, the leads 18A and 18B of the resistor 18 being soldered to the leads 17A and 17B of the capacitor 17. The contact lug 99, which is connected to the contact strip 89, serves for the electrically conductive connection to a second terminal 100B of a microswitch 100, which serves as a switching contact 100 that can be actuated by means of an actuating pin 101, which projects from the microswitch 100. The switching contact 100 formed by the microswitch 100 forms part of the start means 61 of the hand-held mixer 1. The microswitch 100 further has a second terminal 100A connected directly to the mains terminal 10. The microswitch 100 further has a third terminal 100C connected directly to the contact lug 97.

[0030] The first module 9 further includes a first slider 102, which is guided so as to be movable parallel to the strip direction 90. The first slider 102 serves to carry the mating contact. At one end the first slider 102 carries a coupling pin 104 for the articulated coupling to the rod 58. In the area of its other end 105 the slider 102 has two projections 106 and 107, which project laterally from the first slider 102. Each of the two projections 106 and 107 is connected to a contact link 100A and 100B, which project from the microswitch 100. The switching contact 100 formed by the microswitch 100 further has a second terminal 100A connected directly to the mains terminal 10. The microswitch 100 further has a third terminal 100C connected directly to the contact lug 97.
contacts 112 and 113 are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner with the aid of the contact link 108. The other two mating contacts 114 and 115 are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner with the aid of the contact link 109.

[0031] The first module 9 further includes a second slider 116, which is movable relative to the supporting member 85 and which serves as a switch actuator. In the area of its end 117 the second slider 116 has a laterally projecting limb 118. The limb 118 is disposed in the path of movement of the lever arm 25 of the second movable actuating means 21, which are movable with the aid of the second switching handle 24 against the force exerted by the return spring 21A. In the area of its other end 119 the second slider 116 is connected to a substantially U-shaped member 120 whose limb 121, which is remote from the second slider 116 serves to and is adapted to cooperate with the actuating pin 101 of the microswitch 100. A return spring 123 for the second slider 116 is attached to a pin 122 which projects from the second slider 116, and has its other end attached to a pin 124, which projects from a cover 125 of the first module 9. The cover 125 is locked to the supporting member 85 with the aid of latching projections 126,127,128 and 129. The parts of the first module 9 which lie between the supporting member 85 and the cover 125 are retained and partly guided with the aid of the cover 125.

[0032] With the aid of the speed switching means 60 it is possible to select and switch to three different low speeds for the mixing tools 28 and 29, 30 and 31, 32 and 33, 34 and 35, i.e. approximately 600 r.p.m. in position "1", approximately 800 r.p.m. in position "2" and approximately 1000 r.p.m. in position "3". With the aid of the start means 61 it is possible to select and activate a high speed for the mixing tools, namely approximately 1200 r.p.m.

[0033] In the hand-held mixer 1 according to Fig. 1 the speed switching means 60 and the start means 61 form a switching means configuration 130 realized by means of a single module, namely by means of the first module 9. In addition to the switching means configuration 130, this first module 9 has two mains terminals 10 and 11 and the interference suppression means 16, which has proved to be advantageous in view of a simple and compact construction. Combining the two mains terminals 10 and 11, the interference suppression means 16, the speed switching means 60 and the start means 61 to the first module 9 also has the advantage of a substantially simpler mounting and the advantage of a substantially higher reliability. Moreover, this is achieved in that between the first module 9 and the motor 27 of the hand-held mixer 1 only a small number of connecting leads which are external to the first module are required.
A switching means configuration (130) for a hand-held mixer (1) as claimed in claim 4, characterized in that the second slider (116) is also guided so as to be movable parallel to the strip direction (90).

A hand-held mixer (1) as claimed in claim 4, characterized in that at least two mating contacts (112, 113, 114, 115) which are carried by the first slider (102) and which are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner are associated with a contact link (108, 109).

A switching means configuration (130) for a hand-held mixer (1), which hand-held mixer (1) has two mains terminals (10,11), which serve for the connection to an a.c. mains, and which has interference suppression means (16) connected to the two mains terminals (10,11) for the purpose of interference suppression, and which has a motor (27), which serves for driving mixing tools (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) and which can be brought into electrically conductive contact with the two mains terminals (10, 11) and which is adapted to be energized from an a.c. mains and which is adapted to effect driving with at least two lower speeds and with a speed which is higher than the lower speeds, which switching means configuration (130) includes speed switching means (60) for switching the speed of the motor (27) to different lower speed values, which speed switching means (60) can be actuated with the aid of a first switching handle (20), characterized in that the switching means configuration (130) includes start means (61) for starting the motor (27) at the higher speed, which start means (6 1) can be actuated with the aid of a second switching handle (24), and whereby the switching means configuration (130) is realized by means of a module (9) in which the speed switching means (60) and the start means (61) as well as the two mains terminals (10, 11) for a hand-held mixer (1) are connected mechanically and electrically to this module (9), and all the electrical connections between the two mains terminals (10, 11) and the speed switching means (60) and the start means (61) are realized on the module (9).

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 7, characterized in that, in addition, the interference suppression means (16) are also connected mechanically and electrically to the module (9).

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 7, characterized in that connecting leads (62, 63, 64, 65, 66,) are fixedly connected to the module (9) and have free ends (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) arranged to be connected to the motor terminals (72, 73, 74, 75, 76).

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 7, characterized in that the module (9) has a supporting member (85) bounded by a bounding surface (86), and electrically conductive contact strips (88, 89) are connected to the supporting member (85) in the area of the bounding surface (86) and extend parallel to a strip direction (90), and the module (9) includes a first slider (102) which is guided so as to be movable relative to the supporting member (85) parallel to the strip direction (90) and which serves as a mating-contact holder and carries at least two mating contacts (112, 113, 114, 115) which are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner, which cooperate with the contact strips (88, 89) and which together with the contact strips (88, 89) form the speed switching means (60), and the module (9) includes a second slider (116) which is guided so as to be movable relative to the supporting member (85) and which serves as switching actuator, and the module (9) includes a switching contact (90) and which serves as a mating-contact holder and carries at least two mating contacts (112, 113, 114, 115) which are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner.

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 10, characterized in that the second slider (116) is also guided so as to be movable parallel to the strip direction (90), and the module (9) includes a second slider (116) which is disposed in the path of movement of the second slider (116) and which forms part of the start means (61).

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 10, characterized in that the second slider (116) is also guided so as to be movable parallel to the strip direction (90).

A switching means configuration (130) as claimed in claim 10, characterized in that at least two mating contacts (112, 113, 114, 115) which are carried by the first slider (102) and which are interconnected in an electrically conductive manner are associated with a contact link (108,109).
Patentansprüche

1. Handmixer (1) mit zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11), die zum Anschließen an ein Wechselspannungsnetz vorgesehen sind, und mit Entstörungsmitteln (16), die für Entstörungszwecke mit den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) verbunden sind, und mit einem Motor (27), der zum Anreiben von Mixwerkzeugen (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) vorgesehen ist und der mit den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) in elektrisch leitende Verbindung bringbar ist und der zum Anreiben mit mindestens zwei niedrigeren Drehzahlen und mit einer gegenüber den niedrigeren Drehzahlen höheren Drehzahl ausgebildet ist, und mit einer Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130), die Drehzahlschaltmittel (60) zum Schalten der Drehzahl des Motors (27) auf verschiedene niedrigere Drehzahlwerte enthält, welche Drehzahlschaltmittel (60) mit Hilfe einer ersten Schalthandhabe (20) betätigungsfähig sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Schaltmittelkonfiguration weiterhin Einschaltmittel (61) zum Einschalten der höheren Drehzahl des Motors (27) enthält, welche Einschaltmittel (61) mit Hilfe einer zweiten Schalthandhabe (24) betätigungsfähig sind, und wobei die zwei Netzanschlüsse (10, 11) und die Drehzahlschaltmittel (60) und die Einschaltmittel (61) mechanisch und elektrisch zu einer Baueinheit (9) verbunden sind und sämtliche elektrische Verbindungen zwischen den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) und den Drehzahlschaltmitteln (60) und den Einschaltmitteln (61) an der Baueinheit (9) realisiert sind.

2. Handmixer (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass zusätzlich auch noch die Entstörungsmittel (16) mechanisch und elektrisch mit der Baueinheit (9) verbunden sind.

3. Handmixer (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mit der Baueinheit (9) Verbindungselektroden (62, 63, 64, 65, 66) fix verbunden sind, deren freie Enden (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) zum Verbinden mit Motoranschlüssen (72, 73, 74, 75, 76) ausgebildet sind.

4. Handmixer (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
   - dass die Baueinheit (9) einen Trägerteil (85) aufweist, der mit einer Begrenzungsfäche (86) begrenzt ist, und
   - dass mit dem Trägerteil (85) im Bereich der Begrenzungsfäche (86) elektrisch leitend ausgebildete Kontaktstreifen (88, 89) verbunden sind, die sich parallel zu einer Streifenrichtung (90) erstrecken, und
   - dass die Baueinheit (9) einen gegenüber dem Trägerteil (85) parallel zu der Streifenrichtung (90) verstellbar geführten ersten Schieber (102) aufweist, der als Gegenkontakthalter vorgesehen ist und der zumindest zwei elektrisch leitend miteinander verbundene und mit den Kontaktstreifen (88, 89) zusammenwirkende Gegenkontakte (112, 113, 114, 115) aufweist, die gemeinsam mit den Kontaktstreifen (88, 89) die Drehzahlschaltmittel (60) bilden, und
   - dass die Baueinheit einen gegenüber dem Trägerteil (85) verstellbar geführten zweiten Schieber (116) aufweist, der als Schaltstößel vorgesehen ist, und
   - dass die Baueinheit (9) einen in dem Verstellweg des zweiten Schiebers (116) liegenden Schaltkontakt aufweist, der Bestandteil der Einschaltmittel ist.

5. Handmixer (1) nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der zweite Schieber (116) ebenso parallel zu der Streifenrichtung (90) verstellbar geführt ist.


7. Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130) für einen Handmixer (1), welcher Handmixer (1) zwei Netzanschlüsse (10, 11) aufweist, die zum Anschließen an ein Wechselspannungsnetz vorgesehen sind, und Entstörungsmittel (16) aufweist, die für Entstörungszwecke mit den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) verbunden sind, und einen Motor (27) aufweist, der zum Anreiben von Mixwerkzeugen (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) vorgesehen ist und der mit den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) in elektrisch leitende Verbindung bringbar ist und der zum Speisen aus einem Wechselspannungswerkzeugen (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) vorgesehen ist und der mit den zwei Netzanschlüssen (10, 11) in elektrisch leitende Verbindung bringbar ist und der zum Speisen aus einem Wechselspannungsnetz ausgebildet ist und den zweite Schieber (116) aufweist, der als Schaltstößel vorgesehen ist, und der mit einer zweiten Schalthandhabe (24) betätigungsfähig ist und der mit der Baueinheit (9) Verbindungselektroden (62, 63, 64, 65, 66) fix verbunden sind, deren freie Enden (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) zum Verbinden mit Motoranschlüssen (72, 73, 74, 75, 76) ausgebildet sind, die sich parallel zu einer Streifenrichtung (90) erstrecken, und der mit einer zweiten Schalthandhabe (24) betätigungsfähig ist.
Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130) nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass zusätzlich auch noch die Entstörungsmittel (16) mechanisch und elektrisch mit der Baueinheit (9) verbunden sind.

9. Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130) nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mit der Baueinheit (9) Verbindungsleitungen (62, 63, 64, 65, 66) fix verbunden sind, deren freie Enden (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) zum Verbinden mit Motoranschlüssen (72, 73, 74, 75, 76) ausgebildet sind.

10. Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130) nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Baueinheit (9) einen Trägerteil (85) aufweist, der mit einer Begrenzungsfäche (86) begrenzt ist, und dass mit dem Trägerteil (85) im Bereich der Begrenzungsfäche (86) elektrisch leitend ausgebildete Kontakstreifen (88, 89) verbunden sind, die sich parallel zu einer Streifenrichtung (90) erstrecken, und dass die Baueinheit (9) einen gegenüber dem Trägerteil (85) parallel zu der Streifenrichtung (90) verstellbar geführten ersten Schieber (102) aufweist, der als Gegenkontakthalter vorgesehen ist und der zumindest zwei elektrisch leitend miteinander verbundene und mit den Kontakstreifen (88, 89) zusammenwirkende Gegenkontakte (112, 113, 114, 115) aufweist, die gemeinsam mit den Kontaktstreifen die Drehzahlschaltmittel (60) bilden, und dass die Baueinheit (9) einen gegenüber dem Trägerteil (85) verstellbar geführten zweiten Schieber (116) aufweist, der als Schaltstöfel vorgesehen ist, und dass die Baueinheit (9) einen in dem Verstellweg des zweiten Schiebers (116) liegenden Schaltkontakt (100) aufweist, der Bestandteil der Einschaltsmittel (61) ist.

11. Schaltmittelkonfiguration (130) nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der zweite Schieber (116) ebenso parallel zu der Streifenrichtung (90) verstellbar geführt ist.


Revendications

1. Batteur à main (1) comprenant deux bornes secteur (10,11), qui servent à la connexion à un secteur alternatif, comprenant des moyens antiparasites (16) connectés aux deux bornes secteur (10,11) pour un antiparasitage, et comprenant un moteur (27), qui sert à entraîner des outils mélangeurs (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) et qui peut être amené en contact conducteur de l’électricité avec les deux bornes secteur (10,11) et qui est propre à être alimenté par un secteur alternatif et qui est propre à effectuer un entraînement avec au moins deux vitesses inférieures et avec une vitesse qui est supérieure aux vitesses inférieures, et comprenant une configuration de moyens de commutation (130) qui comprend des moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) pour commuter la vitesse du moteur (27) vers différentes valeurs de vitesse inférieure, lesquels moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) peuvent être actionnés à l’aide d’une première manette de commutation (20), caractérisé en ce que la configuration de moyens de commutation comprend en outre des moyens de démarrage (61) pour faire démarrer le moteur (27) à la vitesse supérieure, lesquels moyens de démarrage (61) peuvent être actionnés à l’aide d’une deuxième manette de commutation (24), et de telle sorte que les deux bornes secteur (10,11) et les moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) et les moyens de démarrage (61) sont mécaniquement raccordés et électriquement connectés pour former un module (9), et toutes les connexions électriques entre les deux bornes secteur (10,11) et les moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) et les moyens de démarrage (61) sont réalisées sur le module (9).

2. Batteur à main (1) suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que, en outre, les moyens antiparasites (16) sont également mécaniquement raccordés et électriquement connectés au module (9).

3. Batteur à main (1) suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que des conducteurs de connexion (62,63, 64, 65, 66) sont connectés fixement au module (9) et comprennent des extrémités libres (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) propres à être connectées aux bornes du moteur (72, 73, 74, 75, 76).

4. Batteur à main (1) suivant la revendication 1, ca-
5. Batteur à main (1) suivant la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que le deuxième coulisseau (116) est également guidé de manière à être mobile par rapport à l'organe de support (85) en parallèle au sens des bandes (90).

6. Batteur à main (1) suivant la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce qu'au moins deux contacts correspondants (112,113,114,115) qui sont supportés par le premier coulisseau (102) et qui sont interconnectés de manière conductrice de l'électricité sont associés à une liaison de contact (108,109).

7. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130) pour un batteur à main (1), lequel batteur à main (1) comprend deux bornes secteur (10, 11), qui servent à la connexion à un secteur alternatif, et qui comprend des moyens antiparasites (16) connectés aux deux bornes secteur (10, 11), qui sert à entraîner des outils mélangeurs (28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35) et qui peut être amené en contact conducteur de l'électricité avec les deux bornes secteur (10, 11) et qui est propre à être alimenté par un actionneur commutateur, et

laquelle configuration de moyens de commutation (130) comprend des moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) pour commuter la vitesse du moteur (27) vers différentes valeurs de vitesse inférieure, lesquels moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) peuvent être actionnés à l'aide d'une première manette de commutation (20), caractérisée en ce que la configuration de moyens de commutation (130) comprend des moyens de démarrage (61) pour faire démarrer le moteur (27) à la vitesse supérieure, lesquels moyens de démarrage (61) peuvent être actionnés à l'aide d'une deuxième manette de commutation (24), et de telle sorte que la configuration de moyens de commutation (130) est réalisée au moyen d'un module (9) dans lequel les moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) et les moyens de démarrage (61) ainsi que les deux bornes secteur (10, 11) pour un batteur à main (1) sont mécaniquement raccordés et électriquement connectés au module (9), et toutes les connexions électriques entre les deux bornes secteur (10,11) et les moyens de commutation de vitesse (60) et les moyens de démarrage (61) sont réalisées sur le module (9).

8. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130) suivant la revendication 7, caractérisée en ce que, en outre, les moyens antiparasites (16) sont également mécaniquement raccordés et électriquement connectés au module (9).

9. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130) suivant la revendication 7, caractérisée en ce que des conducteurs de connexion (62, 63, 64, 65, 66) sont connectés fixement au module (9) et comprennent des extrémités libres (67, 68, 69, 70, 71) propres à être connectées aux bornes du moteur (72, 73, 74, 75, 76).

10. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130) suivant la revendication 7, caractérisée en ce que le module (9) comprend un organe de support (85) délimité par une surface de délimitation (86), et des bandes de contact conductrices de l'électricité (88, 89) sont connectées à l'organe de support (85) dans la région de la surface de délimitation (86) et s'étendent parallèlement à un sens des bandes (90), et

le module (9) comprend un premier coulisseau (102) qui est guidé de manière à être mobile par rapport à l'organe de support (85) parallèlement au sens des bandes (90) et qui sert de support de contacts correspondants et supporte au moins deux contacts correspondants (112,113,114,115) qui sont interconnectés de manière conductrice de l'électricité, qui coopèrent avec les bandes de contact (88, 99) et qui avec les bandes de contact (88, 89) forment les moyens de commutation de vitesse (60), et

le module (9) comprend un deuxième coulisseau (116) qui est guidé de manière à être mobile par rapport à l'organe de support (85) et qui sert d'actionneur commutateur, et

le module (9) comprend un contact de commutation (100) qui est disposé dans la trajectoire de déplacement du deuxième coulisseau (116) et qui fait partie des moyens de démarrage (61).
par rapport à l'organe de support (85) et qui sert
d'actionneur commutateur, et
le module (9) comprend un contact de com-
mutation (100) qui est disposé dans la trajectoire de
déplacement du deuxième coulisseau (116) et qui
fait partie des moyens de démarrage (61).

11. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130)
suivant la revendication 10, caractérisée en ce
que le deuxième coulisseau (116) est également
guidé de manière à être mobile parallèlement au
sens des bandes (90).

12. Configuration de moyens de commutation (130)
suivant la revendication 10, caractérisée en ce
qu’au moins deux contacts correspondants (112,
113, 114, 115) qui sont supportés par le premier
coulisseau (102) et qui sont interconnectés de ma-
nière conductrice de l’électricité sont associés à une
liaison de contact (108,109).